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ABSTRACT: The catalytic performance of the selective isomerization of o-
ethyltoluene (O-ET) is crucial to increasing the m-ethyltoluene (M-ET) and p-
ethyltoluene (P-ET) yields. During the isomerization of O-ET, traditional
(commercial) mordenites (HM) are generally limited by a high reaction
temperature (235 °C), as well as a low yield of the isomerization product
(49.0%). In this study, micro-mesoporous mordenites were obtained by treating
commercial mordenites with NaOH, NaOH−HNO3, and NaOH−mixed acid
(HNO3−oxalic). Thereafter, their structure, porosity, and acidity were
investigated via X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, inductively
coupled plasma, N2 sorption, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy of pyridine, temperature-programmed desorp-
tion of ammonia, and nuclear magnetic resonance. Among the various treated
samples, the accessibility of the acidic sites and the B/L value of the alkali−
mixed HNO3−oxalic one were enhanced, achieving the highest yield (53.6%) and lowest reaction temperature (165 °C), thus
significantly reducing the energy consumption of the reaction process. Furthermore, Ni and Ce were successfully loaded via the
incipient wetness impregnation of the micro-mesoporous mordenite to significantly prolong the catalytic life. This study affords a
new strategy for obtaining high M-ET and P-ET yields from the isomerization of O-ET in mixed C9 aromatics on an industrial scale.

■ INTRODUCTION

Owing to the scarcity of natural resources, it has become
urgent to improve the conversion and utilization rates of
chemical products. The bottom oil of the xylene column in a
refinery contains many C9 aromatics, including ethyltoluene,
trimethylbenzene (TMB), and tetramethylbenzene.1,2 Specifi-
cally, o-ethyltoluene (O-ET) can be isomerized into m-
ethyltoluene (M-ET) and p-ethyltoluene (P-ET), after which
poly(methylstyrene), which is an essential raw material for
fabricating functional materials, can be obtained through
dehydrogenation and polymerization reactions. Additionally,
O-ET in C9 aromatics could inhibit the purification of 1,3,5-
TMB, which is an essential resource material for synthesizing
fine chemicals.3,4 Thus, it is necessary to improve the
conversion rate of O-ET, which could subsequently increase
the yields of M-ET and P-ET and reduce the content of O-ET.
Hydrogen-type mordenite (HMOR) molecular sieves have

been recently employed as effective catalysts for the isomer-
ization of O-ET owing to their higher conversion rate and
selectivity compared with HZSM-5, Hβ, and ammonium
silicotungstate, as well as ammonium phosphotungstate.5−8

Meier9 observed the two-dimensional structure of mordenite
in 1961 and deduced that the effective diameter of the 12-
membered ring channel of HMOR was between 8.2 and 8.6 Å

(slightly larger than that of the ethyltoluene isomers, which was
determined from the Fisher−Hirschfelder−Taylor molecular
models.10 However, the ethyltoluene molecule could barely
pass through the eight-membered ring pore owing to the
effective aperture of mordenite (2.6 × 5.7 Å, Figure 1), which
only exhibited a one-dimensional pore structure.10 Therefore,
the structure of this commercial mercantile zeolite reveals that
the acidic sites in the pores were underutilized, the conversion
of O-ET at low temperatures was low, and the macromolecular
byproducts could not be readily diffused out of the pores
owing to hindrance. These factors could cause the rapid coking
and deactivation of the catalyst, thereby limiting its industrial-
scale application.11−14 Hence, it is essential to obtain high-
efficiency catalysts by optimizing the porosity and acidity of
commercial mordenites (HM).
Generally, meso-microporous mordenites can be mainly

prepared by removing the Al and Si frameworks via NaOH
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desilication, which is the most employed and inexpensive
method for transforming micropores into intracrystalline
mesopores in zeolites.15−18 However, many researchers19−21

have indicated that some nonframeworks of the Al species can
be deposited on the outer surface of the zeolite framework
during alkali-treatment-based desiliconization and can even
block the pores and lower its acidity and catalytic activities.
Therefore, pickling treatments employing acids, such as HCl,
HNO3, and oxalic acid, were required to wash off the
nonframework Al species. Giudici et al.22 observed that oxalic
acid, a stronger dealumination agent than HNO3, exerted a
greater effect on the framework structure than HNO3; it
mainly removed the nonframework Al and increased the B/L
ratio. However, oxalic acid removed the nonframework Al and
extracted a part of the Al framework because of its chelation.23

Evidently, during the pickling process, the different impacts of
the acids on the structure, as well as the acidity of zeolites,
were demonstrated. Our previous investigations24 also revealed
that a mixture of organic (oxalic acid) and inorganic (HCl)
acids could effectively improve the specific surface area (SSA),
pore volume, and B/L ratio of the molecular sieve, thus
endowing it with good catalytic performance. Nevertheless,
there are no reports on the dealumination of HMOR by mixed
HNO3−oxalic acids.
Furthermore, the loading of metals onto zeolites, followed

by hydrogenation, could cause the easy cracking of coked
aromatic rings to relieve coking and improve the stability of the
catalyst.25 Pt and Pd, which are expensive, are easily poisoned
by S, N, and As. Thus, they are being gradually replaced by
transition and rare-earth metals, such as Ni, Mo, Cu, W, La,
and Ce.26−29 Wang et al.30 believed that the catalyst life could
be significantly increased by loading Ni−Mo or Ni−La on
HMOR. Ning et al.31 indicated that the introduction of Ce
could effectively inhibit the aggregation of Pt during the
isomerization of n-dodecane. The isomerization of O-ET
catalyzed by micro-mesoporous HMOR loading of Ni−Ce has
not been reported.
In this study, a secondary mesoporous structure was

introduced into commercial mordenites via a post-treatment
method while preserving its original microporous structure.
Moreover, the effects of alkali and alkali−acid post-treatment
on the structure, porosity, and acidity of the micro−
mesoporous mordenite were discussed. Furthermore, the
stability of the catalyst was investigated by loading Ni and
Ce onto the micro−mesoporous mordenite. Finally, the
isomerization reaction of O-ET in mixed C9 aromatics was

considered as the research object, and the performances of the
catalysts, which were obtained via the various modification
processes, were evaluated for the first time. Our research
affords a new strategy for increasing the M-ET and P-ET
contents in C9 aromatics, thus reducing the consumption of
the production energy and promoting the development of
green chemistry.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Catalyst Selection. The isomerization performances32−34

of O-ET in the C9 aromatic mixture were tested in the
presence of the parent and modified mordenites (Figure 2).

The catalytic performance of the modified mordenite was
evidently better than that of the parent one. In particular, the
presence of Mix acid/Na−HM mordenite ensured that M-ET
and P-ET were obtained in the highest yield compared with
the yield of the other samples. Moreover, a certain synergy
might exist between HNO3 and oxalic acid during the
modification; the ratio between them is also crucial. Therefore,
the Mix acid/Na−HM was selected as the catalyst for further
research.

Physicochemical and Structural Properties. The X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns of the parent and modified HM
zeolite samples are shown in Figure 3. The patterns exhibit the
characteristic diffraction peaks of the HM zeolite, and slight
differences were observed in the intensities of the peaks at 2θ

Figure 1. Illustration of the mordenite structure (left) and the kinetic
diameter (right) of ethyltoluene, which is determined from the
Fisher−Hirschfelder−Taylor molecular models. Adapted with per-
mission from ref 10. Copyright 1970 Elsevier.

Figure 2. Results of O-ET isomerization employing different catalysts.
The data were the averages of three experiments, and the maximum
standard deviation of each data was <2.0%.

Figure 3. XRD patterns of the parent and modified HM samples.
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of 5°−30°, demonstrating that the crystal integrity of the HM
zeolite was well-preserved. Assuming that the crystallinity of
the parent HM was 100%, the relative crystallinity of the
sample was calculated based on the total areas of the
characteristic diffraction peaks between 2θ = 5° and 30°.35

The crystallinity of the Na−HM sample decreased to 85%,
indicating the relatively significant effect on the crystallinity of
alkali treatment (Table 1). Moreover, the erosion of the HM
zeolite from the alkaline solution might cause the extraction of
the Si and Al amorphous species from the parent HM
framework, resulting in the collapse of a part of the framework,
as also observed by Hunag et al.20 Contrary to the Na−HM
sample, the relative crystallinities of the NA/Na−HM and Mix
acid/Na−HM samples were better preserved. These results
revealed that the alkali treatment process exerted a stronger
influence on the long-range ordering of the zeolite compared
with the acid treatment one.20 Additionally, the characteristic
peaks of mordenite, as obtained via XRD, appeared clearly in
the Ni−Ce catalysts that were supported on micro-
mesoporous mordenite, indicating that the structure of
mordenite was preserved after loading the metals. Ni−Ce/
Mix acid/Na−HM did not exhibit any apparent diffraction
peak that was assignable to the Ni and Ce species since their
small sizes in the modified HM prevented the diffractometer
from detecting their patterns.36 Thus, the subsequent SEM
mapping and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) results
would be discussed in further detail.
Figure 4 shows the N2 sorption isotherms and pore-size

distribution (PSD) (inset) of the HM and modified HM
samples. Surprisingly, the parent mordenite HM sample
exhibits compound characteristics of type I and type IV
hysteresis loops in the sorption isotherms, indicating the
presence of the mesopores. Generally, the typical sizes of
commercial mordenite crystals are between 100 and 200 nm,
which readily form larger particle aggregates and promote the
formation of intergranular mesopores.37 Moreover, the rapid
adsorption of N2 at low relative pressures (P/P0 < 0.05) of the
modified samples indicates the preservation of the micropores.
The stability of the modified mordenite depended on the
preservation of the microporous structure of the parent
mordenite, and this finding is consistent with the XRD results.
The samples display a significant hysteresis loop at a higher
relative pressure, thereby confirming the presence of the
mesopores. Simultaneously, the PSD diagram (inset) reveals
that the average pore diameters of HM, Na−HM, and Mix
acid/Na−HM increase sequentially. Notably, Table 1 reveals
the following after alkali treatment: the SSA of the sample
decreased from 482 to 453 m2 g−1, the external surface area
increased from 25 to 33 m2 g−1, the micropore volume
decreased from 0.180 to 0.161 m3 g−1, and the mesopore
volume increased from 0.047 to 0.066 m3 g−1. These results
indicate that the mesopores were formed by sacrificing the
micropores.38 The micropores were transformed into meso-
pores during alkali treatment, although the increase in the
mesopores was insignificant.39,40 Since the alkali treatment
could cause the collapse of a part of the framework structure,
the formed amorphous Si and nonframework Al species might
block the pores, as demonstrated by the XRD results. Sazama
et al.39 reported that the extraction of Si from the parent HM
framework could cause the collapse of the walls of the
micropores, thus causing a significant reduction in the area of
the micropores. Compared with NA/Na−HM, the Mix acid/
Na−HM with a higher pore volume and SSA demonstrated T
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that the addition of oxalic acid could significantly promote the
change in the structure of the mordenite. These results
demonstrate that the mild retreatment employing the mixed
acid, following alkali treatment, could significantly enhance the
SSA, external surface area, and mesoporous volume, thus
improving mass transfer. Additionally, the Brunauer−Em-
mett−Teller (BET) surface area and mesopore volume of the
Mix acid/Na−HM were reduced by 6.6% and 8.07%,
respectively, after loading Ni and Ce, indicating that the

structural properties of the micro-mesopore mordenite were
only slightly affected by the metal loading.
Table 1 presents the molar ratios of the bulk Si/Al of the

catalysts, as obtained via inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
measurements. The molar ratio of Si/Al of HM was higher and
lower than those of Na−HM and Mix acid/Na−HM,
respectively, indicating that the alkali accounted for the
dissolution of Si in the HM samples, while the mild mixed
acid accounted for dealumination. Moreover, a high molar
ratio of Si/Al for the Mix acid/Na−HM sample demonstrated
that the mixed acid exerted a stronger dealumination effect.
The 27Al and 29Si magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic

resonance (MAS-NMR) spectra were recorded to obtain the
coordination states of the Si and Al species in the parent and
modified HM samples (Figure 5). Figure 5a shows the strong
and weak peaks, which corresponded to the tetrahedrally and
octahedrally coordinated Al framework and nonframework, at
∼54 and 0 ppm, respectively, indicating that the framework Al
was the main form.41 The content of the nonframework Al
species increased from 16.3% to 23.4% via alkali treatment and
then decreased to 9.9% after the alkali−mixed acid treatments
(Table 2). The result indicates that the alkali treatment can
facilitate the transformation of a part of the framework Al into
a nonframework species, which can be readily removed via the
mixed-acid treatment. The 29Si MAS-NMR spectrogram
reveals that they are chiefly composed of different tetrahedral
sites (Figure 5b). The fitting peak of the 29Si spectrum

Figure 4. N2 adsorption−desorption isotherms and PSDs (inset) of
the parent and modified HM samples.

Figure 5. (a) 27Al and (b) 29Si MAS-NMR spectra of the parent and modified HM samples. The peak signals were fit according to ref 41. Adapted
with permission from ref 41. Copyright 2013 Elsevier.
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consisted of six peaks in the ranges of −97.0 to −103.0 ppm
(SiOH), −106.0 to −110.5 ppm [Si (3Si, 1Al)], and −112.0 to
−116.0 ppm [Si (4Si)].41 Since the negatively charged AlO4−

tetrahedron can prevent the hydrolysis of the Si−O−Al bonds
by OH−,42 the alkali treatment will mainly cause the leaching
of the Si (4Si) species, thus probably increasing the proportion
of the Si (3Si, 1Al) site in Na−HM. However, the proportion
of Si (4Si) to Si (3Si, 1Al) barely changed (Table 1) during the
alkali desilication process since they both decreased, and the
result conformed to that of 27Al MAS-NMR analyses (Figure
5a). Additionally, the proportion of the Si (3Si, 1Al) sites in
the Mix acid/Na−HM was slightly lower than that in the Na−
HM sample (Table 1), and this could be attributed to the fact
that mild mixed-acid treatment favored the removal of the
nonframework aluminum and caused the leaching of some
framework Al, further fully reflecting the roles of HNO3 and
oxalic acid, and this finding agrees well with the N2-sorption
result.
The charge states of Ni and Ce species, which were loaded

into the micro−mesoporous Mix acid/Na−HM, were analyzed
via XPS. Figure 6a shows the Ce 3d energy. By fitting the
curve, the Ce 3d spectrum was divided into two sets of spin−
orbit multiplets:43 Ce 3d3/2 and Ce 3d5/2, which were
marked as “u” and “v”, respectively. u0, u1, and u2 represent
Ce4+ 3d5/2 and v0, v1, and v2 represent Ce

4+ 3d3/2, where u2
and v2 correspond to the Ce

4+ 3d104f0 orbital.44 Additionally, u′
and v′ represent the Ce3+ 3d5/2 and Ce3+ 3d3/2 spectra,
which correspond to the Ce3+ 3d104f1 orbital, respectively.
Figure 6b shows the energy spectrum of Ni 2p in which the
binding energies, 852.6 and 856 eV, were attributed to Ni0 and
Ni2+,45 respectively, indicating that CeO2 was partially reduced
to Ce3+ during the H2-reduction process, while the partial Ce4+

state was preserved. The presence of CeO2 could prevent the
aggregation of NiO in the calcination process and improve the
dispersion of NiO.46 Ni mainly existed as Ni0, which availed

sufficient metal sites for the hydrogenation reaction to alleviate
the coking of the catalyst during the reaction.28 A small
amount of Ni2+ might exist because the unique electron
transfer produced Ni and afforded positively charged electrons
to the surface as Ni2+31,47 when Ni interacted with CeO2.

31,47

Characterization of the Acidity. The number of the acid
centers in the catalyst, as well as its strength, was measured via
temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-
TPD). Two major NH3-desorption peaks were observed in
the ranges of 150−250 °C (T1) and 250−500 °C (T2) (Figure
7), corresponding to the weak and strong acid sites,

respectively.48 Based on the peak areas, the amounts of the
weak, strong, and total acids were quantitatively obtained
(Table 2).49 It was observed that the position of the desorption
peak of the strong acid shifted to the low-temperature region
after NaOH desilication; however, it shifted to a high-
temperature region after mild treatment, employing the

Table 2. Acid Contents and Properties of the Parent and Modified HM

peak temperature
(°C)a acid contents (cm3 g−1)a

sample T1 T2 weak acid strong acid total acid B/Lb I (%)c P-ET/M-ETd

HM 198 446 14.1 37.0 51.1 4.9 16.3 0.41
Na−HM 203 421 16.8 35.8 52.6 3.0 23.4 0.40
Mix acid/Na−HM 171 461 13.8 48.8 62.5 10.1 9.9 0.38
Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM 178 450 13.9 48.1 62.0 8.1 n.d.e n.d.

aNH3-TPD method. bPy-FTIR method. cRelative intensity of the octahedral Al types. dRatio of P-ET to O-ET isomers. en.d., not determined.

Figure 6. XPS spectra of the Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM sample: (a) Ce 3d and (b) Ni 2p. The binding energy error is <0.3 eV for two scans.

Figure 7. NH3-TPD profiles of the parent and modified HM samples.
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mixed acid. Combined with the structural characterization
results, the tetrahedral-framework Al was inevitably removed
during the alkali treatment, thereby weakening the strong-acid
site.50 The acid treatment removed the nonframework Al, and
this could strengthen the strong-acid sites.51 The total acid of
Na−HM did not increase significantly, although it exhibited a
lower Si/Al molar ratio than HM (Si/Al = 12.8). The
tetrahedral Al have been inevitably removed during the alkali
desiliconization process, and the nonframework Al species,
which were formed via the hydrolysis of the displaced
framework Al, might have been deposited on the mordenite
framework or blocked the channel, thus rendering certain
acidic sites inaccessible; the increase in the number of acid
sites via the mild acid treatment, which agrees with the results
in the literature,19,42 might be a confirmation of this
assumption. The total acid content of Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−
HM was almost unchanged (Table 2) probably because the
electron density was increased via the effect of the Ce cations
on the polarization and induction of the silicon hydroxyl and
aluminum hydroxyl groups in the framework of the molecular
sieves, which offsets the negative effect of some acid sites that
were covered by the Ni metal species.31,32,52

The Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy of pyridine
(Py-FTIR) spectra of the parent and modified HM samples in
the range of 1575−1400 cm−1 and at 150 °C are shown in
Figure 8. The B/L ratios of the parent and modified HM

samples were calculated via their corresponding molar
extinction coefficients53 and integrated area of the PyH+ and
PyL bands; the results are listed in Table 2. Compared with the
HM sample, the B/L ratio of the Na−HM sample decreased,
while that of the Mix acid/Na−HM sample increased. The
results indicated that the alkali desiliconization treatment
damaged the Si−O−Si and Si−O−Al bonds, causing the
transformation of the framework Al into nonframework Al and
generating additional Lewis acid sites.54,55 The B/L ratio
increased after the latter step of mixed pickling, indicating that
the mild mixed pickling favored the leaching of the
nonframework Al, which corresponded to the NMR results.
The value of the B/L ratio of the Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM
sample decreased slightly probably because of the strong
electron-acquiring ability of Ce4+, which increased the amount
of the Lewis acid.31

Morphological Properties. Transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) with high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) is the
most direct and valuable technique for observing and analyzing
the pore structures of materials. Regarding the parent HM
(Figure 9a,b), only intergranular mesopores were significantly
observed, while the intragranular ones were observed in the
Na−HM (Figure 9c,d) and Mix acid/Na−HM (Figure 9e,f)
samples. In particular, many cavities with a size of 5−20 nm
were observed in the images of the Mix acid/Na−HM samples.
Additionally, the HR-TEM images (Figure 9b,d,f) exhibited
the lattice fringes of the micropores. The energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) mapping diagram of the micro-meso-
porous HM sample that was loaded with Ni and Ce (Figure
10) revealed that elemental Ni and Ce were uniformly
scattered on the surface of the sample. Therefore, the sample
produced a mesoporous structure and retained the original
microporous structure of the parent HM after alkali and
alkali−acid treatment, and these results correspond to those
obtained through XRD and N2 sorption.

Evaluation of the Catalytic Performance. The C9
aromatic mixture (Table 5) was catalytically isomerized in
the presence of HM, Na−HM, and Mix acid/Na−HM
catalysts. Following the literature,56 the equilibrium composi-
tions of the ET isomers are presented in Table 3. The
composition of the ET isomers in the C9 aromatic mixture
deviated from the thermodynamic equilibrium value; for
example, the O-ET content was much higher than theFigure 8. Py-FTIR spectra of the parent and modified HM samples.

Figure 9. TEM images of (a,b) HM, (c,d) Na−HM, and (e,f) Mix acid/Na−HM.
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thermodynamic equilibrium composition, thus favoring the
conversion of O-ET into M-ET and P-ET. Figure 11 shows the
functional relationship between the yields of the products and
byproducts of O-ET isomerization employing HM, Na−HM,
and Mix acid/Na−HM with the reaction temperature. The
product distribution for each catalyst at the optimal reaction
temperature is presented in Table 4.
First, regarding the parent HM, the M-ET and P-ET yields

increased with the increasing reaction temperature (a
maximum value of 49.03% at 235 °C, Figure 11a), after
which it decreased owing to the nonselective disproportiona-
tion, alkylation, and pyrolysis reactions, which were confirmed
by the continuous increase of the byproducts (Figure 11b).
Additionally, the increase of M-ET and P-ET yields of the Na−
HM sample, following the alkali treatment, was not very
significant in the discussed temperature range; they reached
the maximum value at 215 °C. Compared with the parent HM,
the M-ET and P-ET yields increased from 49.03% to 50.42%.
The catalytic behavior of the desiliconized Na−HM sample
was similar to that reported by Monteiro et al.,26 indicating
that the alkali desliconization treatment of the parent HM did
not significantly improve the catalytic efficiency of the MOR
zeolites. This result is attributable to the positive effects of
increasing the mesopore volume and external surface area,
which might be offset by the negative effects of the
nonframework Al species covering a part of the active sites
or blocking the channel. Finally, compared with the parent and
Na−HM, the M-PT and P-ET yields following successive alkali
and mixed-acid treatments (Mix acid/Na−HM sample)
increased significantly from 33.99% to 53.60% at lowered
temperatures (165 °C) (Figure 11a). This phenomenon
indicated that mild mixed-acid leaching could significantly
improve the catalytic performance. Moreover, the apparent

Figure 10. EDS-mapping results of the Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM
sample: (a) scanning electron microscope image, (b) oxygen element
distribution diagram, (c) aluminum element distribution diagram, (d)
silicon element distribution diagram, (e) nickel element distribution
diagram, and (f) cerium element distribution diagram.

Table 3. Composition of the Thermodynamic Equilibrium
of the Ethyltoluene Isomers

equilibrium distribution56

components 315 °C 400 °C

O-ET 15.7 17.7
M-ET 50.3 50.2
P-ET 34.0 32.1
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rate constant (k) of the O-ET isomerization reaction was 0.792
min−1 at 165 °C, and this was 1.8 and 1.7 times higher than
those of the parent HM and Na−HM (Figure 12),
respectively. Based on the Arrhenius equation (eq 3), the
pre-exponential factor (A) or activation energy of the reaction
could be increased or reduced to increase the apparent
reaction-rate constant, respectively. Therefore, in this work, the
SSAs, mesoporous volumes, and active acid sites of the Mix
acid/Na−HM sample were the highest compared with those of
HM and Na−HM; it corresponds to an increase in the number
of active sites per unit mass of the catalyst at the same reaction-
space velocity. Hence, the increase in the k value was due to an
increase in the pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius equation
(Table 1). Additionally, the yields of the byproducts of the
disproportionation, transalkylation, and pyrolysis reactions
were <10% because of the high isomerization selectivity at
temperatures of ≤165 °C (Figure 11b). The alkali−mixed acid
treatment was highly efficient probably because of the removal
of the nonframework Al through the mixed acid, which
significantly increased the external surface area and meso-
porous volume and shortened the main pores of the 12-
member ring19 to improve the mass transfer and increase the
accessibility of the acid sites in nonrestrictive micropores.
Concurrently, the selectivity of the isomerized products of Mix
acid/Na−HM was higher than those of HM and Na−HM
(Figure 11c) under the same conversion of O-ET. Csicsery and
Hickson57 confirmed that the Brønsted and Lewis acid centers
are the active centers for catalyzing intramolecular and
intermolecular transalkylation, respectively. Thus, the increase
in the isomerization selectivity was due to an increase in the B/
L ratio that was obtained through the mixed-acid treatment.
Therefore, it could be concluded that high-efficiency catalysts
must feature a combination of high acid-site accessibility,
external surface area, mesopore volume, and B/L value in this
reaction. Additionally, Table 2 reveals the selectivities of the
parent and modified mordenite samples toward the target
products at largely the same active state. The ratios of P-ET/

M-ET for all the catalysts were less than the thermodynamic
equilibrium in the following order: HM > Na−HM > Mix
acid/Na−HM. Following the isomerization mechanism, O-ET
was isomerized via the transfer of 1,2-alkyl in the following
decreasing order of mesoporous volume for the catalysts: Mix
acid/Na−HM > Na−HM > HM. However, the residence time
of M-ET (the direct isomerization product of O-ET) in the
pore was inverse; this benefitted the conversion of M-ET into
P-ET. Notably, in the existing reports5,7 on the catalytic
isomerization of mixed ethyltoluene, the Mix acid/Na−HM
achieved the lowest reaction temperature, as well as highest M-
ET and P-ET yields (Table 4), exhibiting a good value for
industrial applications.
Finally, the activity and stability of the metal-supported,

alkali−mixed acid-treated catalyst (Ni/Mix acid/Na−HM and
Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM) were further investigated at a low
temperature (Figure 13). The curves show that the yield of the
initial isomerization product of Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM was
lower than that of Mix acid/Na−HM because of the presence
of the Ni and Ce species, which reduced the SSA and
mesopore volume, as well as the B/L value, as determined by
the N2 sorption, NH3-TPD, and Py-FTIR analyses. After 36 h
of reaction, Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM did not exhibit
significant deactivation, while Mix acid/Na−HM obviously
did. The XPS analysis revealed that the Ni species mainly
existed as Ni0, which exhibited a certain hydrogenation ability.

Table 5. Composition of the C9 Aromaticsa

component M-ET P-ET O-ET TMB others

content/% 11.4 5.5 11.1 66.4 5.6
aM-ET, P-ET, O-ET, TMB, and others represent m-ethyltoluene, p-
ethyltoluene, o-ethyltpoluene, trimethylbenzene, and the other
components, which were obtained via GC analysis, respectively.

Figure 11. Catalytic activities of the parent and modified HM samples in the isomerization of O-ET as a function of temperature: (a) M-ET and P-
ET yields, (b) byproduct yields, and (c) conversion of O-ET and selectivities toward M-ET and P-ET. The maximum standard deviation of each
data was <2.0%.

Figure 12. Apparent rate constant, k (min−1), for the isomerization of
O-ET employing the parent and modified HM. The data are averages
of three experiments. The maximum standard deviation of each data
was <2.0%.
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Many studies25,30 have revealed that the byproducts of
macromolecular aromatics can be cracked to produce
monocyclic aromatics or even alkanes via the metal and acid
sites, thereby reducing the blockage of the pores. These
experiments also demonstrated that Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−
HM exhibited a better catalyst life than the single-loaded one
(Ni/Mix acid/Na−HM) probably because the addition of Ce
benefitted the dispersion of Ni on the catalyst, reduced the
agglomeration of Ni, and further improved the inhibition of
coking.
Possible Mechanism for the Isomerization of Ethyl-

toluene. Based on the characterization of the catalyst, as well
as the results of characterizing the catalytic performance, a
possible mechanism was proposed for the isomerization of O-
ET, as shown in Figure 14. The main reaction consisted of the
isomerization of O-ET employing the parent and modified HM
to generate M-ET and P-ET, the target products Prod-1
(Figure 14) and Prod-2 (Figure 14). This transformation could
be ascribed to the presence of many Brønsted acidic sites on
the zeolites,58 which protonated O-ET and formed a δ-
complex (a). Owing to the instability of (a) and the higher
mobility of the ethyl group than the methyl group,56 the

intramolecular transfer of the ethyl group mainly proceeded
afterward from the ortho to meta positions of the methyl
group, forming a new δ-complex (b), which was further
transferred to the para position of the methyl group to form
another δ-complex (c). According to ref 57, the direct
isomerization of O-ET into P-ET via the intramolecular
mechanism is impossible. Finally, M-ET (Prod-1, Figure 14)
and P-MT (Prod-2, Figure 14) were obtained through
deprotonation. Additionally, the o-toluene ethylidene carbon-
ium ion species (d) were formed from O-ET via hydride
abstraction because of the Lewis acid sites. Thereafter, yet
another δ-complex (e) was selectively formed electronically
and spatially, and a further δ-complex (f) was formed by the
migration of the proton to other benzene rings. This migrated
proton was subsequently transformed into toluene and
diethyltoluene (Prod-3, Figure 14) through disproportionation
or into different xylene and tetratoluene isomers for the
different positions of nucleophilic substitution (Table 4).
These molecules were the major byproducts that might
undergo further reactions to produce higher polynuclear
aromatics,58 thereby blocking the pores in the catalyst and
causing its deactivation (Table 4).
Based on all of the results of our analyses, Mix acid/Na−

HM was adjudged to exhibit a high mesoporous volume, SSA,
and acid content, which improved the mass transfer perform-
ance of the molecule, thereby significantly improving the
catalytic performance and enabling the reaction to proceed at a
lower temperature. Moreover, Mix acid/Na−HM exhibited the
highest B/L value, which reduced the occurrence of side
reactions; it demonstrated the highest isomerization selectivity
among all of the studied catalysts. However, the increased
volume of the pores as well as the external surface area also
enabled the generation of macromolecular byproducts, which
could not adequately improve the stability of the catalyst.
Therefore, by loading the metals, Ni and Ce, as well as the
macromolecular aromatics under the synergy of the metal and
acid sites, the ring-opening reaction proceeded and yielded
monocyclic aromatics and chain alkanes; thus, the stability of
the catalyst was enhanced (Table 4).

Figure 13. Dependence of the M-ET and P-ET yields on the time on
stream for the isomerization of O-ET with Ni/Mix acid/Na−HM and
Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM at 165 °C. The maximum standard
deviation of each data was <2.0%.

Figure 14. Mechanism of the isomerization of O-ET.
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■ CONCLUSIONS

Micro-mesoporous mordenite, which was obtained from HM,
was prepared via post-treatment with alkali and alkali−acid.
After evaluating the isomerization performance of O-ET in the
C9 aromatics, it was observed that Mix acid/Na−HM, which
was obtained after the alkali−mixed acid treatment, exhibited a
significantly enhanced catalytic activity, achieving 53.60%
yields of M-ET and P-ET at a lower temperature (165 °C).
The apparent reaction rate constant of Mix acid/Na−HM was
1.8 and 1.7 times higher than those of parent HM and Na−
HM at 165 °C, respectively, demonstrating a higher catalytic
activity. The significant improvement in the catalytic perform-
ance of Mix acid/Na−HM was attributed to the removal of
some nonframework Al, thus increasing the mesoporous ratio,
increasing the SSA, and shortening the main channel, as well as
increasing the accessibility of the acid sites. Moreover, the
auxiliary active component (Ce) ensured that the active metal
component (Ni) was distributed uniformly on the micro-
mesoporous mordenite, thus endowing Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−
HM with improved catalytic stability. This work offers a new
strategy for further exploring the potential industrial
applications of micro-mesoporous mordenite zeolites with
Ni−Ce loading in the isomerization of O-ET employing C9
aromatics as a raw material process.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O)
and cerium nitrate hexahydrate (CeN3O9·6H2O) were
purchased from Zhenxin Reagent Co., Ltd. Sodium hydroxide
(NaOH), nitric acid (HNO3, 65%), and oxalic acid (C2H2O4)
were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.
Commercial mordenite was purchased from Nankai Chemist
Catalyst Co., Ltd. All of the chemicals (analytical grade) were
utilized without further purification.
Preparation of the Catalyst. The commercial mordenite

(labeled HM) was modified into micro-mesoporous mordenite
via alkali and alkali−acid treatments. The HM sample was
refluxed with a solution of 0.2 M NaOH with a liquid-to-solid
ratio of 25 mL g−1 for 1.0 h at 75 °C. Afterward, it was filtered,
washed until it attained pH 7, and ion-exchanged with 1.0 M
NH4Cl (this new sample was labeled Na−HM). The Na−HM
sample was treated with a 0.1 mol L−1 solution of mixed
HNO3−C2H2O4 (C2H2O4/HNO3 = 1:1) in a liquid-to-solid
ratio of 25 mL g−1 for 1.0 h at 70 °C. Thereafter, it was filtered
and washed to pH 7 (this sample was named Mix acid/Na−
HM). Similarly, the Na−HM samples that were treated with
C2H2O4/HNO3 = 0.5:1 and 1.5:1 were denoted as (0.5)Mix
acid/Na−HM and (1.5)Mix acid/Na−HM, respectively. The
sample, which was obtained via a single 0.1 M HNO3
treatment, was denoted as NA/Na−HM. Before the experi-
ments, all of the samples were calcined in air for 5 h at 550 °C.
Ce and Ni were loaded onto the micro-mesoporous mordenite
via incipient wetness impregnation employing the CeN3O9·
6H2O and Ni(NO3)2·6H2O solutions to yield 1.25 wt % Ce
and 0.5 wt % Ni (labeled Ni−Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM). Ni−
Ce/Mix acid/Na−HM was activated in the following flow
mixture: 100 mL min−1 H2 and 100 mL min−1 N2 for 4 h at
450 °C.
Characterizations. The crystallinity of the zeolite samples

was analyzed via XRD (Bruker AXSD8 Advance diffractom-
eter). The XRD patterns were obtained by Ni-filtered Cu Kα
radiation (λ = 0.1541 nm) in the 2θ range of 5°−50° at a

scanning rate of 5° min−1. The porosity of the zeolite samples
was measured via N2 sorption employing a Micromeritics
ASAP 2460 instrument. The molar ratios of the bulk Si/Al in
the zeolite samples were determined via ICP-OES employing a
Thermo IRIS Intrepid II XSP spectrometer. 27Al and 29Si
MAS-NMR analyses were performed with a 4 mm probe at 35
°C employing a Bruker Avance AMS-400 spectrometer at a
spinning rate of 12 kHz. The peak-fitting signals of the 27Al and
29Si MAS-NMR chemical shifts were referenced to (NH4)Al-
(SO4)2·12H2O and octakis(trimethylsiloxy)silsesquioxane, re-
spectively, and treated by a Gaussian function. NH3-TPD was
performed on a Micromeritics AutoChem II 2920 instrument
that was equipped with a TCD to study the amount and
strength of the acid sites of the zeolite samples. The surface
acidity was characterized by Py-FTIR on a Vertex 70 (Bruker,
Germany) spectrometer that was equipped with an MCT-A
detector. After the desorption of pyridine via evacuation for 1 h
at 150 °C, the IR spectra of the zeolite samples were obtained
by deducting the blank IR spectrum. The internal pore
structures, microscopic sizes, and distributions of the Ni and
Ce metals in the molecular sieve samples were analyzed via
TEM and EDS-mapping employing a JEOL JEM-2100
microscope and a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron micro-
scope, respectively. The valence states of Ni and Ce in the
catalyst were studied on an ESCA spectrometer (VG Scientific
Ltd.) employing Al Kα as the X-ray source. The XPS spectrum
decomposition was performed according to the binding
energies of Ni and Ce. The Thermo Avantage software with
Gaussian function was employed after the subtraction of the
Shirley background.

Catalytic Tests. The isomerization reactions of O-ET were
performed in a fixed-bed reactor. The catalyst (2.5 g) with a
particle size of 60−80 mesh diameter was placed into the
reactor (inner diameter = 10 mm) for the catalytic experi-
ments. The C9 aromatics (Table 5) were fed into the
preheating section at a flow rate of 0.05 mL min−1 employing
a metering pump. The products were obtained and detected
per hour via gas chromatography (GC, Thermo Fisher Trace
1300) employing a capillary column (SE-30). The exper-
imental conditions were as follows: temperature = 140−250
°C, pressure = 1.5 MPa, H2/HC = 5.0 mol min−1, and WHSV
= 1.0 h−1. GC−MS (Varian 3800/2200) equipped with a
Varian cp-sil-19 column was employed to identify the
products. Based on the preferential isomerization mechanism
of O-ET,30 this study focused on the isomerization process of
ET. The conversion of O-ET (XO‑ET), selectivities toward M-
ET and P-ET (SM‑ET,P‑ET), and the yields of M-ET and P-ET
(ηM‑ET,P‑ET) were calculated by eqs 1−3, respectively, where
W1,i is the mass of O-ET in the feed, W1,u is the mass of O-ET
in the product, and W2 is the mass of the generated M-ET and
P-ET.
Furthermore, the apparent reaction rate constant, k (min−1),

is another indicator for evaluating the activity of a catalyst. The
isomerization of monocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons followed
the first-order kinetics.59 Therefore, k (min−1) could be
calculated by the rate equation of the first-order reaction (eq
4), and the pre-exponential factor (A) can be obtained via the
Arrhenius equation (eq 5), which is as follows:

X
W W

W
100%O ET

1,i 1,u

1,i
=

−
×‐
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